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Abstract
Background: Network meta-analysis (NMA) quanti�es the relative e�cacy of 3 or more interventions from
trials evaluating some, but usually not all, treatments. This study applied the analytical approach of NMA
to quantify the relative accuracy of prediction models with distinct applicability that are evaluated on the
same population (‘concurrent external validation’). 

Methods: We simulated binary events in 5000 patients using a known risk function. We biased the risk
function and modi�ed its precision by pre-speci�ed amounts to create 15 prediction models with varying
accuracy and distinct patient applicability. Prediction model accuracy was measured using the Scaled
Brier Score (SBS). Overall prediction model accuracy was measured using �xed-effects methods
accounting for model applicability patterns. Prediction model accuracy was summarized as the Network
Relative Model Accuracy (NeRMA) Score which increases as models become more accurate and ranges
from <0 (model less accurate than random guessing) through 0 (accuracy of random guessing) to 1
(most accurate model in concurrent external validation).

Results: The unbiased prediction model had the highest SBS. The NeRMA score correctly ranked all
simulated prediction models by the extent of bias from the known risk function. A SAS macro and R-
function was created and available to implement the NeRMA Score. 

Conclusions: The NeRMA Score makes it possible to quantify the relative accuracy of binomial prediction
models with distinct applicability in a concurrent external validation.  

What Is New?
Key Findings:  The Network Relative Model Accuracy (NeRMA) Score makes it possible to quantify the
relative accuracy of binomial prediction models with distinct applicability in a concurrent external
validation.

What This Adds to What is Known:  This analysis makes it possible to measure the accuracy of multiple
prediction models having distinct applicability on a common cohort of patients.  

What is the Implication:  When multiple prediction models are available, their relative accuracy can now
be more precisely measured by conducting a concurrent external validation.

Introduction
Measuring the accuracy of prediction models in samples not used for their creation is termed ‘external
validation’. External validation of prediction models is essential for clinicians and researchers to
con�dently apply them to their patients for diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic decision making.1

Increasingly, several validated models predicting the same outcome have been published. In such
situations, one will want to use the most accurate model. To identify the most accurate model, it would be
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optimal to measure their accuracies in a common cohort of patients (“concurrent external validation”).
Concurrent external validations ensure a ‘level playing �eld’ by comparing the performance of all models
on the same group of patients.

However, analyzing a concurrent external validation is problematic when prediction models have distinct
applicability patterns, with each model applying to a unique portion of patients in the concurrent external
validation patients that overlaps with other models. Patients might not apply to a particular prediction
model for several reasons. First, a model might require information unavailable for that patient such as
undocumented patient history or results of investigations not ordered for that patient. Second, a patient
may not strictly meet a model’s inclusion criteria but the model should apply regardless. Such inclusion
criteria are usually based on the original study’s design and have no biological basis. For example, a
model by Leibovici et. al.2 returns bloodstream infection probability for internal medicine patients should
apply to those admitted under other hospital services.

Because of these issues, probability estimates for some prediction models may be missing in concurrent
external validation patients. These ‘applicability patterns’ will vary between patients. Each option for
comparing model accuracy with varying applicability patterns has potential problems. Limiting analysis
to patients meeting inclusion criteria of all models creates a very select cohort with questionable
generalizability. Repeating relative accuracy measures within patient subgroups based on model
applicability patterns might return con�icting model accuracy measures. The optimal method to measure
the relative accuracy of prediction models in a concurrent external validation with distinct patient
inclusion criteria is unclear.

The problem of missing probability estimates due to distinct prediction model applicability re�ects the
data structure of a network meta-analysis (NMA). NMA can quantify the relative e�cacy of three or more
interventions from trials measuring outcomes for some, but not all, interventions. In NMA, data are
missing for interventions that were not studied in particular trials. In our situation, probability estimates
are missing in patients to whom a model could not be applied. This study determined whether we could
use analytical methods for NMA to measure the relative accuracy of binomial prediction models having
distinct inclusion criteria.

Methods
This analysis used simulated data having a binary outcome. We started by generating for 5000 simulated
patients an event probability by randomly selecting an event log-odds value from a normal distribution
having a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 0.75. This value was converted to an event probability
using the formula: elog−odds/(1 + elog−odds). As a result, the overall event probability in the patient cohort
was 50%. Each person was then deemed to have had an event if a uniformly distributed random number
ranging from 0 and 1 was below the event probability.
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Model-based event probabilities were then generated by systematically modifying each person’s event
log-odds. Fifteen distinct model-based event probabilities – re�ecting probability estimates from 15
different models with varying accuracies - were created for each patient in three steps:

i) a bias parameter (-0.8, -0.2, 0, 0.2, or 0.8) was added to the event log-odds;

ii) to the output from i) we then added a random number from a normal distribution having a mean of 0
and a standard deviation determined by the precision parameter (0, 0.25, or 0.50);
iii) the output from ii) was used to generate a model-based expected event probability using the formula:
elog-odds’/(1 + elog-odds’).

These 3 steps generated for each simulated person a total of 15 model-based expected event
probabilities having varying bias and precision. Notably:

i) One model (that with a bias parameter of 0 and a precision parameter of 0) returned a model-based
event probability that equaled the true event probability used to generate the observed events. This model
should be the most accurate.

ii) We had model pairs having the same precision but equivalent bias both above and below the true
event probability. The accuracy of these model pairs should be the same.

Model applicability was then determined for all 15 models. Models were deemed applicable to a
particular patient if a randomly selected number from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 was less
than 0.9. This process aimed to re�ect distinct model applicability.

These processes were repeated 1000 times (i.e. 1000 iterations of 5000 patients each).

Analysis
Within distinct model applicability patterns of each iteration, the accuracy of each model was quanti�ed
with the Scaled Brier Score (SBS):

[1]SBS = 1 −

1
n ∗ ∑n

1(p − y)2

1
n ∗ ∑n

1
−
y − y

2

Where: n = number of people with that applicability pattern; p = model-based event probability; y = event

status (‘1’ if event occurred and ‘0’ if event did not occur); and 
−
y  = event rate in the n patients. The SBS

ranges from -∞ to 1. The SBS increases with model accuracy. Models having an SBS of 0 are as accurate
as predicting the average event rate for all people. SBS was used instead of the Brier Score because
values of the latter vary with event rates3 (and we expected varying event rates within different

( )
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applicability patterns). We calculated Brier Score variance using methods from Bradley et. al.4; this was
divided by the denominator in the second term of the SBS (see equation [1]) to return SBS variance.

Excepting simulated patients to whom all prediction models applied, at least one of the 15 SBS values
were missing. This data structure is like that seen in network meta-analysis (NMA) in which studies
include a subset of therapeutic interventions. We therefore applied �xed-effects methods described by
Loveman et. al.5 to conduct NMA having a continuous outcome. Fixed-effects methods, rather than
random-effects methods, were used because data heterogeneity was not an issue since prediction
models were all simulated using the same methods. The �xed-effects model (PROC GENMOD, SAS 9.4,
Cary NC) predicted SBS as a function of 2 class variables: i) the model applicability patterns; and ii) the
prediction model. Observations in the �xed-effects analysis were weighted by the inverse of SBS
variance. The analysis excluded applicability patterns having 5 or less patients and those having an
observed event prevalence of 0 or 100%; the latter condition was implemented because BS variance is
unde�ned in the absence of events.4

In the �xed-effects model, we used the unbiased and precise prediction model as the reference. Therefore,
parameter estimates for all other prediction models were the absolute difference in SBS between it and
the unbiased, precise model (after accounting for the different applicability patterns). The �xed effects
model was repeated within each of the 1000 iterations. The mean model SBS was then calculated with
95% con�dence intervals created using the percentile method.6

Similar to the Surface Under the Cumulative RAnking (SUCRA) score in network meta-analysis,7 we
quanti�ed each prediction model’s relative accuracy using the NEtwork Relative Model Accuracy (NeRMA)
score as:

[2]ModelNeRMAscore = 1 −
RelativeModelSBS

RandomRiskPredictionSBS

Where: Relative Model SBS is the prediction model’s SBS relative to the most accurate prediction model
(i.e. the model with the greatest parameter estimate values in the �xed effects model); and Random Risk
Prediction SBS is the SBS for a randomly generated prediction model. The random risk prediction SBS
was measured by adding to the analytical dataset a risk estimate for each person which was randomly
selected from a uniformly distributed number between 0 and 1. Therefore, the model NeRMA score could
range from 1 (the most accurate prediction model) through 0 (a model as accurate as randomly
estimating risk) to < 0 (a model less accurate than randomly estimating risk).

Anchoring the NeRMA score at 0 to indicate the accuracy of a random model required the addition of
data to the analytical dataset (namely, randomly generated event probabilities). These additional
observations could narrow con�dence intervals around parameter estimates in the �xed effects model.
To account for this, we �rst measured 95% con�dence interval width for each prediction model’s
parameter estimates in the �xed-effects model without random risk predictions. We then calculated each
model’s con�dence interval width relative to the parameter estimate’s value:
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[3]0.5 ∗ ABS
Upper95%CI − Lower95%CI

PE

Where: ABS is the absolute value function; Upper95%CI is the value for the upper con�dence interval;
Lower95%CI is the value of the lower con�dence interval; and PE is the model parameter estimate. In the
�nal �xed effects model (with random model data), this value was multiplied by parameter estimates of
the �nal �xed-effects model and then subtracted from and added to those parameter estimates of to
create 95% con�dence intervals.

Results
The �nal analytical dataset included 1000 iterations of 5000 people each. Within each iteration, patients
had a mean (95%CI) true event probability of 50.0% (49.96%-50.03%) with 50.0% (48.59%-51.34%) of
people having an event.

Fifteen models were created by modifying the true event risk function, generating distinct model-based
event probabilities (Fig. 1). Unbiased models returned mean model-based event probabilities of 50%
(Table 1A). Models that were biased down slightly and biased down extensively had mean model-based
event probabilities of 45% and 31%, respectively; models that were biased up slightly and biased up
extensively had mean model-based event probabilities of 55% and 69%, respectively. Distributions of
model-based event probabilities became progressively less kurtotic as precision decreased (Fig. 1). 95%
con�dence intervals for mean event probability widened as model precision decreased (Table 1A). The
random prediction model had a mean expected event probability of 50% (3%-98%).

Because each model had a 10% probability of being inapplicable to each person in the simulation, only
20.6% of patients (20.6%-20.6%) had an expected event probability from all 15 models. Within 5000
simulated patients, there was an average of 727.5 (95%CI 726.5-728.6) distinct applicability patterns.

Model accuracy, as measured by the mean Scaled Brier Score [SBS]), was greatest in the unbiased,
precise model (mean SBS 0.111, 95%CI 0.094–0.128)(Table 1B). Model accuracy decreased as bias
increased. Within a given amount of bias, mean SBSs increased by the same amount whether the model
was biased up or down; for example, the mean SBS for precise models that were biased slightly up or
down was the same at 0.103 (Table 1B). Within each amount of bias, model accuracy decreased as
precision decreased. The random prediction model had the lowest SBS of -0.335 (95%CI -0.368- -0.301).

An average of 18.4% of observations (95%CI 17.3–19.4) were excluded from the �xed-effects model
because SBS variance could not be calculated (due to an event rate of 0% or 100%) or because 5 or less
people had that applicability pattern.

The �xed-effects model correctly identi�ed the relative accuracies of the prediction models (Table 1C).
Compared to the unbiased, precise prediction model, all other prediction models were signi�cantly less
accurate with negative adjusted SBS values. Within the same precision level, adjusted SBS values

( )
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decreased as bias increased. In addition, the extent that adjusted SBS values decreased was the same
regardless of whether the model was biased up or down. Within the same bias level, adjusted SBS values
decreased as precision decreased.

Results of the �xed-effects model are clari�ed with the NeRMA Scores (Table 1D). This is because the
NeRMA Score is anchored between the random prediction model (NeRMA score = 0) and the unbiased,
precise prediction model (NeRMA score = 1). The least accurate prediction models (extensively biased
and imprecise) had NeRMA scores of 0.62 (95%CI 0.54–0.70). NeRMA scores decreased as bias
increased with changes in NeRMA scores being equivalent regardless of the bias direction (after
controlling for the precision level). After controlling for the extent of bias in prediction models, NeRMA
scores decreased as precision decreased.

Discussion
This simulation study illustrates how to measure the relative accuracy of several prediction models even
when many patients in the study cohort are inapplicable to one or more of those models. Using analytical
methods similar to those used in network meta-analysis, a �xed-effects model can account for variable
model inclusion criteria and return relative model accuracies. The output of this �xed-effects model is
summarized by the Network Relative Model Accuracy (NeRMA) score where values of 0 and 1 represent
predication accuracies of random and the most accurate model, respectively.

We believe that several issues regarding our analysis are noteworthy. First, we believe the NeRMA score
will permit concurrent external validations to identify the best binomial prediction models. If multiple
validated prediction models have been published (such as, for example, with bloodstream infections8),
the NeRMA score will let clinicians and researchers identify the most accurate model when
methodological factors9 or performance in disparate validation cohorts cannot. Applicable models with
the highest NeRMA score from a concurrent external validation maximize the likelihood of returning the
most accurate predictions. Second, our results highlight the distinction between what logistic models
return (i.e. an expected probability of an event) and what concerns us (i.e. whether or not an event
actually happened). The stochastic nature of the latter was re�ected by notable prediction error – as
measured by the Scaled Brier Score (SBS) – even when a model perfectly recreated the true risk function
underlying the event. This explains why our precise and unbiased model – which perfectly recreated the
risk function used to determine event status – had a mean SBS of 0.111 (95%CI 0.094–0.128). Given that
the least precise and most biased models had mean SBS approximating − 0.040, this observation
highlights the extent of the predictive error of binomial prediction models due to the stochastic nature of
the event. Third, because these models deal with a binomial outcome, all outputs of these models range
between 0 and 1. This results in very small SBS values. As a result, small changes in the SBS can indicate
large changes in model accuracy. Finally, our simulation focused on models predicting a binary outcome.
However, our process could be modi�ed for models predicting a continuous outcome (perhaps by using
the mean squared error as the accuracy statistic).
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Several factors should be kept in mind when interpreting our results. First, our simulation assumed that
the log-odds for the true event probability function was normally distributed. This may not necessarily be
the case. Therefore, further work should be done to test this method in a range of risk distributions.
Second, our simulation assumed that an individual model’s applicability was independent of all other
models (i.e. each model had a 10% probability of being inapplicable to each simulated patient). This
resulted in a very large average of 727.5 (95%CI 726.5-728.6) distinct applicability patterns in each 5000
simulated patients; many of these patterns had few patients and were excluded from the �xed-effects
model (mean of 18.4% [95%CI 7.3–19.4]). With real data, it is quite likely that inclusion criteria of
individual models will be correlated. This would result in fewer applicability patterns with a smaller
proportion of patients excluded from the �xed-effects model. Third, our study design ensured we knew
the rank order of prediction model accuracy. The NeRMA scores re�ected these rankings and returned
very similar or identical NeRMA scores for simulated models of equivalent accuracy. However, we could
not know or predict the amount of difference in model accuracy. We therefore cannot be certain that the
NeRMA score properly calibrates accuracy. Fourth, NeRMA scores will vary by the prediction models
included in the analysis since the model accuracy associated with a NeRMA score of 1 is determined by
the most accurate model being analyzed. Therefore, while NeRMA scores are helpful to compare the
accuracy of models included a particular concurrent external validation, caution will be required when
comparing NeRMA scores from different analyses having distinct prediction models. Finally, in addition
to gauging model accuracy, the SBS is in�uenced by the shape of the underlying true event probability
risk function. The SBS for the same prediction model will increase when its risk function of true event
probability risk function becomes less kurtotic (i.e. the risk function becomes ‘�atter’). For example, when
the simulation is repeated with the underlying true event probability function having a log-odds standard
deviation of 1.5 (instead of 0.75 in the study), the SBS for the unbiased precise model increases from
0.111 to 0.295. This occurs because increasing kurtosis of the true event probability risk function brings
all probability estimates closer to the mean probability of an event, thereby bringing the numerator of the
SBS equation (see above) closer to the denominator and the SBS closer to 0. Therefore, the SBS can
compare the accuracies of models measured in the same cohort (wherein all models are assessed on the
same true event probability risk function). However, one must be cautious when SBSs measured in
different cohorts are compared since the true underlying event probability risk function may differ
between those cohorts. This will modify the SBS values independent of model accuracy.

In summary, the NeRMA score permits one to compare the accuracy of several prediction models even if
they have distinct inclusion criteria. We hope this will facilitate the conduct of concurrent external
validations to identify most accurate models and improve medical decision making.
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MODEL TRAITS
RELATIVE TO
TRUE RISK
FUNCTION

A - Mean
Expected
Event
Probability 
 (95% CI)

B - Mean
Scaled Brier
Score†        
 (95% CI)

C – Adjusted Scaled
Brier Score Relative to
Unbiased Precise
Model†† 

(95% CI)

D – Network
Relative Model
Accuracy
(NeRMA) Score 

(95% CI)BIAS
DIRECT-
ION

∆ IN
PRE-
CISION

↓↓ 0 0.31 (0.09,
0.66)

-0.009 (-0.035,
0.016)

-0.112 (-0.138, -0.086) 0.69 (0.62, 0.76)

  ↓ 0.31 (0.09,
0.68)

-0.017 (-0.041,
0.008)

-0.118 (-0.144, -0.092) 0.68 (0.61, 0.75)

  ↓↓ 0.31 (0.07,
0.72)

-0.039 (-0.067,
-0.014)

-0.137 (-0.166, -0.109) 0.62 (0.55, 0.70)

↓ 0 0.45 (0.16,
0.78)

0.103 (0.086,
0.120)

-0.007 (-0.013, -0.001) 0.98 (0.96, 1.00)

  ↓ 0.45 (0.15,
0.79)

0.092 (0.073,
0.111)

-0.016 (-0.026, -0.007) 0.96 (0.93, 0.98)

  ↓↓ 0.45 (0.12,
0.83)

0.058 (0.038,
0.078)

-0.045 (-0.062, -0.028) 0.88 (0.83, 0.92)

0 0 0.50 (0.19,
0.81)

0.111 (0.094,
0.128)

0 (REF) 1

  ↓ 0.50 (0.18,
0.82)

0.099 (0.080,
0.118)

-0.010 (-0.018, -0.003) 0.97 (0.95, 0.99)

  ↓↓ 0.50 (0.15,
0.85)

0.065 (0.043,
0.085)

-0.039 (-0.054, -0.024) 0.89 (0.85, 0.93)

↑ 0 0.55 (0.22,
0.84)

0.103 (0.085,
0.120)

-0.007 (-0.013, 0.000) 0.98 (0.96, 1.00)

  ↓ 0.55 (0.21,
0.85)

0.091 (0.071,
0.109)

-0.017 (-0.028, -0.007) 0.95 (0.92, 0.98)

  ↓↓ 0.55 (0.17,
0.88)

0.058 (0.036,
0.079)

-0.046 (-0.063, -0.029) 0.87 (0.83, 0.92)

↑↑ 0 0.69 (0.34,
0.91)

-0.009 (-0.035,
0.015)

-0.112 (-0.137, -0.088) 0.69 (0.62, 0.76)

  ↓ 0.69 (0.32,
0.91)

-0.017 (-0.045,
0.008)

-0.119 (-0.145, -0.093) 0.67 (0.60, 0.75)

  ↓↓ 0.69 (0.28,
0.93)

-0.040 (-0.069,
-0.015)

-0.138 (-0.169, -0.108) 0.62 (0.54, 0.70)

RANDOM 0.50 (0.03,
0.98)

-0.335 (-0.368,
-0.301)

-0.365 0
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Models were simulated having 5 distinct bias setting (biased down extensively, biased down slightly,
unbiased, biased up slightly, biased up extensively) and 3 distinct precision settings (precise, precision
decreased slightly, precision decreased extensively) for a total of 15 models.  For each model the mean
predicted probability of the event and the Scaled Brier Score (calculated as:          

Where: n = number of people with that applicability pattern; p = model-based event probability; y = event
status [‘1’ if event occurred and ‘0’ if event did not occur]; and  = event rate in the n patients) are
presented.  Models with greater Scaled Brier Scores are more accurate.  95% con�dence intervals were
created using the percentile method from the 1000 simulated iterations.  Results for randomly generated
event probabilities are also presented.  

†Ignores clustering of patients within applicability patterns

†† From �xed effects model; accounts for clustering of patients within applicability patterns.    

††† Quanti�es model accuracy from 0 (least accurate) to 1 (most accurate).

Figures
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Figure 1

Distribution of patient-level expected event probabilities from 15 prediction models

Distributions of event probabilities (horizontal axis) for 5000 patients with 15 prediction models (legend)
are presented. The true probability distribution (used to randomly generate actual events) is presented in
black, solid line (unbiased, precise). Event probabilities for the other models are biased down (red and
yellow models) or biased up (blue and violet models). Models with the same bias but that are as
precise, less precise, and much less precise are represented with solid, dashed, and dotted lines,
respectively. 


